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Not every gay is a drag queen 
 

Pride Photo Award, the First international photo contest on sexual and gender diversity announces 

the theme and categories for the 2011 edition. The 2011 theme is ‘Straight back at you’: the way we 

react to people who are ‘different’. “This covers both the negative and positive reactions. Girls who 

are thrilled to talk about boys with a boy, or Gay-Straight Alliances, where gay and straight people 

work together to further acceptance”, says Piet Boogert of the Amsterdam Gay Monument 

Foundation.  

 

Pride Photo Award makes people reflect about masculinity and femininity and shows the diversity of 

the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) community. In the media and in popular culture 

men and women are stereotyped: men are macho, women are caring. Queer people are stereotyped 

as well:  

 

 “If you look at the media all gays are drag queens or half naked party people. Websites especially 

tend to use photos of Gay Prides or drag queens in articles about discrimination or violence against 

LGBT-people. That is just as absurd as publishing a photo of carnival to illustrate an article on 

domestic violence. This stereotypical use of images creates a stigma. The LGBT-community is just as 

diverse as the rest of the population, but that is never shown,” says Dennis Boutkan, chairman of the 

COC Amsterdam. “Pride Photo Award shows this diversity.“ 

 

“Violence against LGBT-people usually comes from teenage boys or young men confirming their own 

masculinity. At the root of this are the old concepts of masculinity and femininity. Pride Photo Award 

shows that all of us have both male and female traits,” says Lonneke van den Hoonaard, director of 

IHLIA, the International Gay and Lesbian Information Center and Archive.  

 

The photo contest starts January 1st 2011 and closes at the end of March. The contest is meant for 

professional photographers and students, but is also open to non professionals. Roderick van der 

Lee, Foam_Photography Museum Amsterdam: “The best photos will win. Those may have been 

made by non professionals.” 

 

The photos will be exhibited in Amsterdam, The Netherlands from the end of June 2011 to the first 

week of August. The exhibition will then travel to other cities.  

 

Photographers can enter photos about sexual and gender diversity in the following categories:  

 Current topics 

 Documentary 

 Gender: non-stereotypical images of masculinity and femininity 

 Sports: photos about being different in the macho culture of the sports scene  

 Straight back at you: the way people react to others who are ‘different’ 

 Open: photos that do not fit in any of the other categories 

 



2011 is the First time the contest is held. Earlier in 2010 a kickoff exhibition was held on the topic. It 

showed photos of eighteen Dutch photographers such as Erwin Olaf, Morad Bouchakour and Diana 

Blok.  

 

Pride Photo Award is an initiative of COC Amsterdam, IHLIA (International Gay and Lesbian 

Information Center and Archive) and the Amsterdam Gay Monument Foundation. Foam Photography 

Museum Amsterdam supports the project and World Press Photo acts as advisor. 

 

Note for the editors 

For more information and photos of the 2010 edition contact Joeri Kempen, project manager for 

Pride Photo Award at +31-6-52.010.227 or jkempen@pridephotoaward.org  

Website: www.pridephotoaward.org  
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